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Executive Summary:

Ÿ A change in salt tectonic style from mainly isolated salt diapirs in

the west to amalgamated salt canopies in the east (middle image)
Ÿ Abrupt lateral varia ons in Middle to Late Jurassic sedimenta on,

when an aggrada onal rimmed carbonate pla orm with a steep
bypass foreslope developed in the west, and an aggrada onal to
prograda onal mixed clas c-carbonate ramp-style system with
higher sedimenta on rates developed in the east
Ÿ Abrupt lateral varia ons in Cretaceous sedimenta on (lower

image in the next panel), with long periods of sediment starva on
and slope bypass in the west, and clas c inﬂux associated with the
Sable Delta in the east where there is increased poten al for
trapping of turbidite sands on the slope
The Atlas provides a higher-ﬁdelity view of these changes, containing
52 detailed panels, generally alterna ng between structure maps and
intervening thickness maps. Each is accompanied by text and is
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Correla on of a base crust marker (interpreted reﬂec on Moho) and
the top crust surface provides a direct measure of crustal thickness
along the central and southwestern Sco an margin. Similarly,
correla on of the top and base of autochthonous salt provides a direct
measure of the present day distribu on of primary salt, while weldedout Early to Middle Jurassic minibasins (accommodated through salt
expulsion) provide some constraints on the original salt thickness and
early salt tectonics. A number of key results are highlighted below:
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Crustal thickness, salt accumula on, and early sediment loading:

Ÿ Crustal thickness decreases abruptly seaward, across a narrow

necking domain; transi on from decoupled necking domain crust
to coupled hyperextended crust coincides with nega ve magne c
anomaly inboard ECMA (similar to the Brunswick anomaly?)
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Top basement structure showing basement faults and the top allochthonous salt grid
asin

Fundy B

Ÿ Stepped lateral changes in crustal thickness along this crustal

boundary probably reﬂect segmenta on by NW trending synri
transfer faults or accommoda on zones; similar oﬀsets are
recognized in magne c anomaly data (bo om image)
Ÿ Seaward most protrusion of decoupled crust coincides with the
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Top basement structure draped by magnetic anomalies (1st vertical derivative, Miles and Oneschuck 2016)

zone, seaward of salt basin, due to magma c addi ons (SDRs), with
poten al for more subtle magma c addi ons to the east
margin of the overlying primary salt basin (later coinciding with the
foreslope of the Late Jurassic carbonate bank, in turn coincident
with a region of Cretaceous slope bypass)
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Ÿ Posi ve magne c anomaly along the inner part of the ECMA

Ÿ Necking domain crust coincides closely with the landward thinning
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‘Acadia Promontory’ (middle image); marked increase in basement
depth to its east

Ÿ Crustal thickness increases southwest of Yarmouth transfer fault
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Ÿ A west to east transi on from magma-rich to magma-poor ri ing

Seafloor structure (3D seismic volumes shown in red)
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Ÿ Hyperextended crust (<10 km thick) underpins the thickest parts of

?

the primary salt basin that formed along the axial part of the ri
system (thinnest crust = thickest primary salt)
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Ÿ Rugose, faulted base salt surface implies salt is syntectonic

(deposited during late-stage crustal thinning)
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This Atlas presents mapping results from the CNSOPB SCO an sloPE
(SCOPE) project, which aims to unravel the broad-scale evolu on of
the slope, be er understand early margin development, and evaluate
spa al and temporal varia ons in poten al reservoirs and the factors
controlling reservoir mode/style. The SCOPE Atlas represents the
ini al phase of this eﬀort, providing founda onal mapping results
needed for more detailed assessments. It includes more than 20
markers and thickness maps correlated across nine semi-con guous
3D seismic volumes that cover more than 29 000 km² on the central to
western Sco an Slope. The study area spans a number of notable
along-margin geological changes, including:

illustrated with example seismic proﬁles or a ribute extrac ons.
Following an introductory chapter, the Atlas is organized stra graphically, star ng with a chapter on Basement and Salt, followed by
chapters on the Jurassic, Cretaceous, and Cenozoic successions.
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Renewed explora on interest in 2011 and 2012 lead to the issuance of
a number of explora on licences by the Canada-Nova Sco a Oﬀshore
Petroleum Board, covering large swaths of the central and western
Sco an Slope. In the seven years that followed, two large wideazimuth 3D reﬂec on seismic volumes were acquired on the slope
(Shelburne 3D and Tangier 3D) and three wildcat explora on wells
were drilled (Cheshire L-97/L-97A, Monterey Jack E-43/E-43A, and
Aspy D-11/D-11A). These wells enable, for the ﬁrst me, highconﬁdence correla on of post-Bajocian strata across wide areas of the
con nental slope, and also improve the correla on conﬁdence to
equivalent, generally be er age-constrained strata on the con nental
shelf. In light of these newly acquired data-sets, and now that the data
conﬁden ality periods have expired, it is mely to re-appraise the
geology of the central to western Sco an Slope.
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Executive Summary, continued...
the carbonate foreslope, probably reﬂec ng westward migra on/prograda on
of clas c shelf deposi onal system to or beyond the carbonate bank edge, with
enhanced sediment delivery to the slope

Ÿ Locally thick (up to 4 km) pre-Bathonian successions accumulated where focused

Ÿ K125 - onset of southwest-ﬂowing bo om currents sweeping both the upper

slope and the abyssal plain seaward of salt basin
Ÿ K101 to K78 - Enhanced evidence for southwest ﬂowing bo om currents where

Ÿ A wholesale change in margin sedimenta on took place in the Middle Jurassic,

across the composite J165/170 surface
Ÿ The pre-J170 shelf-edge loca ons and deposi onal se

ngs are uncertain,
making it challenging to interpret reservoir and source rock type/distribu on
during early salt loading

Ÿ The onset of widespread erosion at the poorly-dated J170 surface, with deeply

eroded dendri c network of canyons, marks a change in margin subsidence along
the necking domain and ini al establishment of a bypass slope
Ÿ Aggrada on of a carbonate bank in the Middle to Upper Jurassic, with a sharply

deﬁned bank edge and steep foreslope, probably marks a period of enhanced
seaward thermal subsidence; the bank edge roughly separates thicker landward
crust (> 20 km thick) from thinner necking domain crust (<20 km thick), forming
an important long-lived physiographic element across the western study area
Ÿ Numerous periods of widespread slope erosion and prevalent canyon incision

are recognized (e.g. J152, J145, K125, K101, T65, T50, T40 surfaces)
Ÿ Low accommoda on upper slope - J152 to K101 surfaces merge above the

carbonate foreslope, producing an erosive, amalgamated or condensed slope
bypass assemblage along the western Sco an Slope
Ÿ Higher accommoda on upper slope - increased K101 to K78 aggrada on above
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Ÿ T50 - widespread erosion and mass failure related to Montagnais impact event
Ÿ T40 to T25 - Eocene-Oligocene Transi on (EOT); major change in slope

conﬁgura on and sedimenta on
Ÿ Post-T25 - aggrada on and migra on of giant elongated contourite dri s,

enhanced mass failures, and more sinuous channel systems or canyons ﬂoored
by erosive sinuous channels
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widespread erosive surfaces

Temporal varia ons in sedimenta on
The ini al results from the SCOPE Project provide a clearer picture of both temporal
and cross-margin varia ons in sedimenta on. A number of important breaks in the
post-salt stra graphic record, with clear changes in the style of sedimenta on, are
noted below:

a

Ÿ K94 to T40 - period of chalks, marls, and calcareous mudstones, separated by
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Implica ons for reservoir distribu on across SCOPE study area
The scarcity of reservoirs and lack of hydrocarbons in the Cheshire and Monterey
Jack wells in the Shelburne Subbasin (western Sco an Slope), sharply contrast the
Newburn, Aspy, and Annapolis wells in the distal Sable Subbasin (central Sco an
Slope) that encountered both turbidite reservoirs and hydrocarbons (gas and
condensate). The controls on the distribu on and style of mid-Jurassic and older
reservoirs and source rocks throughout the study area remain cryp c and require
further study. In contrast, there are clear pa erns in the distribu on and style of
mid-Jurassic to Cretaceous slope sedimenta on, reservoir expecta ons, as well as
linkage to shelf deposi onal systems across the study area. Some of these spa al
pa erns are highlighted below, and described in more detail on related Atlas panels:
West - Barrington, WG, Mamou, Shelburne, Torbrook 3D volumes:
Sediment starved Mid-Jurassic to Lower Cretaceous slope succession (condensed Missisaugaequivalent strata)
Ÿ Post-J160 sediment transport perpendicular to carbonate bank; early strong basement control
Ÿ Steep, heavily canyoned ‘bypass’ upper slope - 8 to 10 periods of widespread canyon forma on
iden ﬁed in J152 to T40 interval (thickness varia ons strongly inﬂuenced by erosion)
Ÿ Most likely post-J145 reservoirs correspond to axial deposits above canyon ﬂoors or wide erosive
corridors; reservoir poten al may be poor, but has not been tested
Ÿ Strong evidence for post-K125 SW-ﬂowing bo om currents sweeping upper slope and abyssal
plain; scope for Cretaceous or Cenozoic contourite reservoirs?
Ÿ Salt tectonics - mainly salt diapirs/walls, with episodic salt movement triggered by canyon incisions
that unroof stalled/buried salt bodies (“diapir libera on” - some canyon reaches occupied by salt)
Ÿ

5.5
km

stepped transi on from necked to hyperextended crust, where the increased salt
budget above the la er allowed for sustained downbuilding and salt expulsion;
the landward edge of these more prominent salt bodies mimics laterally stepped
changes in underlying crustal thickness

Thickness

Ÿ The laterally stepped trend of “taller” salt bodies is a useful proxy for the laterally

a

increased aggrada on records clear eastward migra on of successive slope
canyons and “sediment wave like” intercanyon highs (hybrid contourite-turbidite
systems); giant hybrid turbidite/contourite channels seaward of salt basin

Jurassic; pre-weld stra graphic thicknesses imply the primary salt basin was
locally more than 3.5 km thick above hyperextended crust

(km)

Ÿ Some pre-Bathonian salt-withdrawal minibasins welded-out in the Middle

Total sediment thickness - top basement to seafloor

Thickness

sedimenta on took place (i) along the remnant axes of pla orm ri basins, and
(ii) where primary salt thickness appears to have abruptly increased seaward of
necking domain crust; the la er form complex salt withdrawal minibasins above
hyperextended crust, with thinner pre-Bathonian successions draping the top
salt surface in more basinal se ngs

0

Cretaceous sediment thickness

East - Thrumcap, Weymouth, Tangier, and Veritas 3D volumes:
Voluminous mid-Jurassic to Lower Cretaceous sediment accumula on (reﬂec ng
MicMac/Sable ﬂuvial-deltaic input)
Ÿ North-south sediment transport (parallel to Sable Delta prograda on direc on)
Ÿ Westward expansion of ﬂuvial-deltaic input across the central LaHave Pla orm,
improving mid-Cretaceous reservoir poten al in central SCOPE area; e.g. increased
poten al for perched aprons east of the Cheshire Minibasin
Ÿ Less obvious inﬂuence from upper slope bo om currents
Ÿ Strong evidence for Cretaceous bo om currents on lower slope, seaward of salt
basin; reservoir poten al associated with lateral migra on/aggrada on of giant
post-K101 hybrid turbidite-contourite channel-levee systems
Ÿ Salt tectonics driven by N-S sedimenta on from Sable Delta (diapirs with common
salt overhangs, salt tongues, amalgamated canopies, and roho systems)
Ÿ
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One mandate of the Canada-Nova Scotia
Offshore Petroleum Board is overseeing the
submission, storage and archiving of various
geological and geophysical data acquired during
oil and gas exploration activities in the CanadaNova Scotia Offshore Area. These datasets are
released to the public following defined
confidentiality periods and are also used
internally to improve the CNSOPB's understanding of the subsurface geology of the Scotian
Basin.
The improved quality of new data-sets collected
across the western and central Scotian Slope
during recent industry exploration efforts have
substantially improved our geological understanding of the area. Two regional-scale 3D wide
azimuth reflection seismic surveys, covering 18
200 km², significantly improve seismic imaging
and coverage across a complex region of salt
tectonics. These large surveys also bridge gaps
between seven older 3D seismic volumes,
providing near-contiguous 3D seismic coverage

across an area of more than 29 000 km², or a little
over half the total area covered by the Province
of Nova Scotia. The resulting seismic stratigraphic framework and regional interpretations
provided in this atlas offer important geological
context for these formerly isolated “postage
stamp” sized surveys otherwise not possible.
This study also benefits from new well control
provided by Cheshire L-97/L-97A, Monterey Jack
E-43/E-43A and Aspy D-11/D-11A (red circles on
map to the right). In particular, the Cheshire well
provides calibration for previously undrilled
Middle Jurassic strata on the slope. The SCOPE
Atlas combines and updates earlier geological
and geophysical interpretations presented in
CNSOPB resource assessments, Call for Bids
geoscience packages, and a number of
Geoscience Open File Reports (GOFRs). It also
builds on the framework presented in OETR
(2011).
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3D Seismic Programs
NS24-P003-004E (”Barrington 3D”) 6 NS24-S006-001E, 002E (”Tangier 3D”)
NS24-W013-002P, 003P (”WG 3D”) 7 NS24-B071-001E (”Thrumcap 3D”)
NS24-S006-003E (”Shelburne 3D”) 8 NS24-P003-004E (”Weymouth 3D”)
9 NS24-V003-002P, 003P, 004P (”Veritas 3D”)
NS24-G005-008P (”Mamou 3D”)
NS24-P003-002E (”Torbrook 3D”)
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Key Wells (listed from west to east)
a. Mohawk B-93
g. Mohican I-100
m. Evangeline H-98
n. Newburn H-23
b. Monterey Jack E-43/E-43A h. Moheida P-15
o. Weymouth A-45
c. Shelburne G-29
I. Glooscap C-63
d. Albatross B-13
j. Acadia K-62
p. Aspy D-11/D-11A
e. Cheshire L-97/L-97A
k. Shubenacdie H-100 q. Balvenie B-79
f. Torbrook C-15
l. Oneida O-25

Seismic volumes used
Nine near-contiguous 3D seismic volumes form the core reflection seismic data-sets used
in this study. Their program numbers are listed above, with the informal names of the
surveys in brackets (these are the survey names referenced in the atlas). Geophysical
reports for each of these surveys are available from the CNSOPB Data Management
Centre. https://cnsopbdigitaldata.ca/dmc-summary/

smallest area. The gridding parameters for each thickness map are equivalent to the
surfaces, generally 100 m x 100 m. In some cases anomalous thicknesses were produced
where one marker overlies salt while the other does not, producing an erroneous
thickness that includes an interval of overhanging salt. We attempted to identify these
situations on atlas panels where they occur.

Atlas content

A number of atlas panels also incorporate mapping results from regional 2D seismic
profiles - particularly on the LaHave Platform, providing a fuller picture of thickness
variations between shelf fluvial-deltaic deposits and deep water depositional systems.
Note that in some cases the stratigraphic intervals are not exactly equivalent, as noted on
relevant panels.

The atlas includes roughly 20 structure maps, 22 thickness maps, 34 interpreted seismic
profiles, and 19 amplitude attribute extractions, along with explanatory text. Each
structure map combines horizons correlated on seven peripheral time-migrated 3D
seismic volumes with equivalent horizons correlated on the two more recent depthmigrated volumes, using a velocity model described on the following page. Structure maps
were gridded at 100 m x 100 m using a low degree of smoothing, with some inset maps
gridded more finely. The age of seismic horizons are constrained by wells where possible
and most coincide with regional biostratigraphic events identified in publicly available
exploration well reports and published papers. The age constraints provided by Fensome
et al. (2008), Weston et al. (2012), and RPS (2018) were particularly helpful.
Thickness maps were generated by subtracting one depth structure map from another.
This process limits the regional extent of the thickness map to the surface with the

Acknowledgments - We wish to thank CNSOPB management, the Nova Scotia Department of
Energy and Mines, and the Offshore Energy Research Association for their support. Carl Makrides,
Brian Altheim, and Shaun Rhyno provided important input throughout the project, and without
technical support provided by Jason Butts, Debbie O’Brien, and Troy MacDonald (who brilliantly
enabled us to work from home during a Covid-19 lockdown), the Atlas would not have been
possible. We also wish to thank Fraser Keppie, Russell Dmytriw, Natasha Morrison, Janice Weston,
Bridget Ady, Richard Whittaker, Calvin Campbell, Andrea Christians, Andrew MacRae, Carol Decalf,
John Martin, Anita Nicoll, and Debra Wheeler who have all contributed to this atlas in different
ways.
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Scotia Offshore Petroleum Board Geoscience Open File Report: 2020-002MF, 5 panels.
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Thickness Maps.
A number of factors control thickness variations between two surfaces on the Scotian Slope. Canyon erosion from above or at the base of
an interval, in particular, can produce cryptic “thins” and “thicks” that can lead to erroneous interpretaions. There is erosion along almost
every surface we have mapped in the study area, so careful scrutiny is required to distinguish thickness variations caused by erosion from
other sources associated with ponding in salt withdrawal minibasins, growth of levees, or aggradation/migration of contourite drifts.

Seafloor

Thins due to erosion along top surface
Surface b
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Thicks due to basal erosion
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Velocity Model Intervals

Alloc

J145

1482 m/s

Seafloor
1700 m/s

Increasing*
T50
2700 m/s
J145

Salt

Increasing*

V=V0+K*(Z-Z0)
4500 m/s

e.g Seafloor to T50 interval
Moho

Basement
6500 m/s
Moho

* These two intervals use
the following formula to
linearly increase the
Top Basement
velocity as burial depth
increases.

V0 = 1700m/s (velocity at top of interval)
K* (slope) = -0.4
Z = Depth at base of interval
Z0 = Depth at top of interval

The NS24-B71-1E (Tangier 3D) and NS24-S6-3E (Shelburne 3D)
seismic programs are PSDM volumes that were depth
migrated by the operators. All other seismic data used in this
study are time-migrated programs that require depth
conversion. Because a large portion of the mapping was
carried out on the Shelburne and Tangier surveys, whose
velocity models (and in particular treatment of salt) are more
precise than what we are able to achieve, surfaces mapped
from these surveys were used as reference datums for
evaluating the consistency of our velocity model. Some trial
and error was carried out to achieve the least amount of error
between the two sets of surfaces, to ensure that depthconverted maps from the model merged as seamlessly as
possible with equivalent surfaces mapped in the Shelburne
and Tangier surveys.
For time-migrated volumes, a layered interval velocity model
covering the study area was developed to convert two-way
time products to depth (figure to the left). The model consists
of five velocity intervals separated by four surfaces. The
internal bounding surfaces are the seafloor, T50 (Early
Eocene), J145 (Berriasian-Tithonian), and Top Basement.
Checkshot surveys from all available wells in the study area
were compiled and used to generate average interval
velocities between the bounding surfaces and to assess
changes in velocity with depth. No stacking velocity

information was available for this study. Constant velocities
were applied to the water column (1482 m/s), the J145 to Top
Basement interval (4500 m/s; interval includes salt) and to the
crust (6500 m/s). The Cenozoic and Cretaceous interval
velocities start at 1700 and 2700 m/s, respectively, supported
by average interval velocities just below the seabed and the
T50 marker, respectively, in a number of slope wells. Linear
velocity gradients were applied to the Cenozoic and
Cretaceous intervals, guided by checkshot data, but adjusted
to minimize the error between depth-converted surfaces and
depth-migrated wide-azimuth 3D volumes.
With so few wells penetrating Jurassic strata on the slope,
average interval velocities here are constrained only by
Cheshire and Monterey Jack; similar average interval
velocities are also found in a number of other wells that
penetrate salt (Shimeld 2004) as well as underlying Triassic
strata, making 4.5 km/s a reasonable approximation for the
pre-J145 interval. Note that a number of wells on the shelf
show up to 1 km/s faster average interval velocities within the
carbonate bank (J145 to J163); as such, thicknesses here are
probably underestimated (though this shelf region is not the
focus of this study). Also note that the single crustal velocity
layer used here is clearly an over-simplification, and the
resulting crustal thickness and Moho structure should be
treated as approximate. In general, most of our depthconverted surfaces are consistent with the depth surfaces
mapped in the Tangier and Shelburne surveys to within 100 m.
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Profile C to C’

61°W

43°

Like the top basement surface, some of the base salt rugosity in the western parts
of the Shelburne survey appear in part to be artefacts caused by poor handling of
salt velocities in the psdm volume available to us (i.e. velocity pull-ups beneath the

64°

Montagnais
I-94

salt remain in the depth-migrated volume - see red polygons that outline a number
of tall vertical salt bodies that coincide closely with base salt highs).

The base salt surface is widely offset by basement faults implying that salt
accumulated during active lithospheric extension (i.e. the salt is syntectonic). In
the Barrington and WG surveys, most basement faults dip in the landward
direction, offsetting the layered stratigraphic successions above basement and
intervals of Late Triassic or earliest Jurassic evaporites. Maximum throw along the
base salt surface exceeds 1.5 km, making the surface highly rugose, and exerting a
strong influence on later salt expulsion. In addition to NE-SW fabric associated with
rift extension (offset by NW-SE lineaments associated with synrift transfer faults
shown as black dashed lines), a number of N-S lineaments are also apparent along
the base salt surface, particularly in the eastern study area (red lines).

63°

65°
W

Base
Autoch.
Salt

The term “autochthonous salt” or “primary salt” refers to salt that is still attached
to its original depositional surface, and although the layer may be variably
deformed, it is still situated in its original stratigraphic position. In the study area,
the top basement surface is commonly veneered by variably imaged layered
stratigraphic successions. They can exceed 4 km thick in proximal rift basins of the
LaHave Platform (e.g. Deptuck and Altheim 2018), thinning substantially moving
across the necking domain and towards hyperextended crust (e.g. Profile C-C’).
The primary salt layer, composed mainly of incoherent to transparent seismic
facies, is located above this heavily faulted, generally reflective layered pre-salt
succession. The base salt surface is equivalent to the Tr220 marker that was
carried through the Mohican, Oneida and Acadia grabens (Deptuck and Altheim
2018). No wells in the study area penetrate it and it is possible that the onset of salt
deposition varied across the margin (e.g. beginning earlier in the Mohican Graben,
and later further seaward, for example). Although the base salt surface could be
diachronous, the interface between chaotic to transparent seismic facies

associated with deformed evaporites and more reflective pre-salt strata of
unknown composition, was correlated with a higher degree of confidence than the
top basement surface.
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